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A B S T R A C T
During the process of cooling system design, the traditional method is calculating power losses of
power devices, building thermal model of power devices, establishing system structure model, and
making thermal analysis. While, the ideal assumptions and complex equivalent models in traditional
methods bring in large error and the analysis of whole system model reduces the eﬀectiveness of
cooling system design for complicated high-power inverters. In this paper, the power losses of power
devices in NPC (Neutral-Point-Clamped) three-level inverter based on SVPWM(Space Vector Pulse
Width Modulation) was calculated ﬁrstly; the input power and cooling power of each power module
block were analyzed, and the cooling power of each block supplied by cooling fan was obtained to
ﬁgure out the cooling fan parameters. The designed forced-air cooling system was proved by ﬁnite
element simulation. Finally, the temperature rise experiment was carried out on a 1 MWNPC three-
level inverter, and the results proved the eﬀectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method.
1. Introduction
The thermal phenomenon in inverters is mainly caused by power losses of power devices. While power devices themselves are
sensitive to temperature, and their conducting and switching characteristics will change with it, which will ﬁnally aﬀect the performance of
inverters. Therefore, accurate power loss calculation can optimize the cooling system design to ensure stable and reliable operation of
inverters. At present, there are many researches on single IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor) module and power loss calculation of
two-level inverters, and all the methods are similar. However, the NPC three-level inverter is much more complicated comparing with
two-level inverters and the power loss calculation of their power devices is diﬀerent as well. The main reasons are as follow:
(1) The conducting frequencies of all power devices in each bride arm are asymmetric;
(2) Each bridge arm installs additional clamping diodes;
(3) There are always two power devices working at the same time in any direction of each bridge arm.
In view of diﬀerent characteristics above, several researches on power loss calculation of NPC three-level inverter were made, while
some diﬀerence and problems still exist. In [1,2], it is the junction temperature which was ignored during the power loss calculation that
caused certain errors between calculation and experiment results. The power losses of power devices in high-power NPC three-level
inverter were calculated based on SVPWMmodulation in [3], which are the average values in one modulation voltage cycle and are much
more accurate. An ideal assumption that switching power loss has a linear relation to withstanding voltage were made both in [4,5].
However, it is valid approximately only within ± 20% range of test voltage. In [6], the thermal component model of IGBT was established
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to analyze the electrothermal analysis of IGBT module system. While, it is necessary to build a complicated RC component model to
extract thermal resistance and time constants for a thermal network. A practical method was proposed in [7] to design converter cooling
system based on power loss calculation of IGBT module, but its design process is complex and lack of experiments in high-power
converters. It is considered in [8] that the reverse recovery losses of four anti-paralleled diodes in one bridge arm are totally the same,
while in fact, the inner two diodes do not withstand voltage and have no reverse recovery losses. In literature [9], a fast power-loss and
temperature simulation method was proposed, and the variation of temperature was described as a function of time using Fourier-based
solution through the whole inverter power module structure. The power loss of IGBT module was calculated in [10] to design the cooling
system with ANSYS, which is useful but has not been used in high-power applications.
Similarly, several researches on forced-air cooling system were made so far. It is expressed in [11,12] that empirical formula and analysis
model has been an alternative method to describe a number of diﬀerent models accurately, and the theory power limit of forced-air cooling
system was studied to optimize the heatsink. A ﬁn type array of forced convection cooling plate was described in [13]. A guidance for
selecting heatsink and recommendation on design process were oﬀered in [14]. In [15], a comprehensive analysis process was presented and
deduced a simple empirical equation, which has enough precision in analysis and design. The electro-thermal analysis of three phase inverter
with cooling system was made by simulation in [16], but it is on the basis of equivalent RC thermal model to estimate chip temperature by
simulating on water cooling system. In [17], the estimation of power loss considering the junction temperature is introduced and then used
the ﬁnite element analysis to estimate the peak junction temperature prediction based on the measurement of IGBTs dynamic
characteristics. 3-level IGBT modules with trench gate IGBT and their thermal analyses were made in [18], while it is eﬀective only in
some special operation modes, such as UPS(Uninterruptible Power Supply), PFC(Power Factor Correction) and PV(Photovoltaic) system.
The purpose of this paper is to propose a simple and eﬀective method to provide theory reference during cooling system design.
The principle and modeling of power module block was organized in Section II to illustrate the structure and calculate the power
losses of power devices. The total power losses of all power devices in one power module was considered as one power source, which
will also act as heat sources in the heatsink of forced-air cooling system model to improve the accuracy of power-loss calculation. In
Section III, the model based on the real structure was built and the cooling capacity was analyzed to ﬁx calculate the operation point
of cooling fan for selecting suitable fan, which will oﬀer much practical references for inverter system design and improvement. The
simulation and experiment were arranged in Section IV to prove the proposed method and a conclusion was drawn in Section V.
2. Principle and modeling of power module block
It can be seen from Fig. 1(a) that phase A,B, and C are composed of IGBT T1, T2,T3,T4, freewheeling diode D1, D2, D3, D4, and
clamping diode D5, D6. The power devices are Inﬁneon FF1400R17IE4 series, which has anti-paralleled diode in itself. The
distributions of heatsink in inverter and power devices on heatsink are shown in Fig. 1(b).
Due to the symmetry of bridge arm up and down, it is enough to research one bridge arm to measure the cooling performance of
the system. The upper bridge arm of phase A is selected in this paper. It is shown in Fig. 2 that D5, T1, D1, T2, D2, T3 and D3 were
placed on this heat-sink block surface, where T3, and D3 belong to the lower bridge arm.
In order to avoid complicated mathematical models in [19], a power module block was proposed in this paper. The heatsink
shown in Fig. 2 including power devices can be considered as one heat-sink module block. During the process of building thermal
model, it only needs calculating power losses of power devices acting as input power. Meanwhile, in accordance with the
characteristic parameters of power module block, the operation point and power of cooling fan can be obtained. Power module block
and cooling system design ﬂow chart are shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) respectively.
The power relation is shown in Fig. 2(c), the thermal power Pm of power module block can be expressed as
P P P= −m p c (1)
where Pp is the input power from power losses of power devices and Pc is the cooling power of heatsink considered as output power.
The power losses including switching loss and conducting loss will be calculated in this section. According to [19], the power
losses of T1, D1,T2, D2, and D5 of upper bridge arm in phase A based on SVPWM modulation under unity power factor can be
obtained as follows
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Therefore, power losses of T1, D1,T2, D2, and D5 of upper bridge arm in phase A are
Fig. 1. Structure of inverter and cooling system. (a) Topology of neutral point clamped three-level inverter. (b) Structure and layout of inverter and heatsink.
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In (1)–(11), D α m α( ) = sin expresses the modulation function; α stands for phase angle; φ stands for impedance angle; Drec,D is
the correction coeﬃcient to modify the testing voltage Ubase; Krec,D is the correction coeﬃcient to modify testing junction
temperature Tbase; Arec,D, Brec,D, and Crec,D are quadratic curve ﬁtting coeﬃcients of switching power loss under testing conditions,
and they change with current dynamically; v v K T= + ( − 25 C)T T T T0, 0, 25 C v0, vj, °x ° x expresses the xth IGBT’s initial saturation voltage
drop; r r K T= + ( − 25 C)T r T TT 25 C , vj, °x ° x expresses the xth IGBT’s conducting resistance; v v K T= + ( − 25 C)D D D D0, 0, 25 C v0, vj, °x ° x expresses
the xth fast recovery diode's initial saturation voltage drop; r r K T= + ( − 25 C)D r D DD 25 C , vj, °x ° x expresses the fast recovery diode's
conducting resistance; T Dvj, x expresses the fast recovery diode's junction temperature; where x=1,2, and 5; P Tcon,
npc,svpwm
1 ,P Dcon,
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1 ,
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2 , P Dcon,
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npc,spwm
2 , P Drec,
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5 stands for the reverse recovery power losses of D1, D2, and D5
[19].
Similarly, power losses of other power devices can be calculated including T3 and D3.
Fig. 2. Research objects (a) Power module block. (b) Flow chart of cooling system optimization strategy. (c) Power relation.
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3. Cooling system design
The parameters of induction motor and inverter are shown in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.
Put these parameters into (1)–(11) to calculate power losses, and the results under rated conditions can be obtained and is shown
in Fig. 6.
According to Fig. 3(a), the average power loss of D1 is 35 W. In the same way, average power losses of D2, D5, T1, T2, and T3 can
be achieved and illustrated in Fig. 3(b).
The total power Ptotal of heatsink can be calculated from Fig. 3(b) and is shown as follow
P J s= 1890 W = 1890 /total (13)
The heatsink is ﬁxed in this paper, which means the inverter structure immutable. The structure and parameter of heatsink are
shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). In this section, the cooling fan, acting as one of the most important devices in cooling system design, will
be ﬁgured out. In accordance with thermal equilibrium equation, the cooling air ﬂow can be expressed as
L Q
ρC t t
=
( − )p o i (14)
where, L is the cooling air ﬂow, sm /3 ; Q is the heat power from thermal source, kW; ρ is the air density, mkg/ 3; Cp is the speciﬁc heat
capacity of air, kJ/(kg⋅ C)o ; to is the air temperature of wind outlet in heat-sink, Co ; ti is the air temperature of wind inlet in heat-sink,
Co .
It is known from [20] that ρ m= 1.13 kg/ 3; C = 1.005 kJ/(kg⋅ C)p o ; to=55 °C, which is the maximum permissible air temperature of
heat-sink outlet; ti=30 °C, which is the ambient temperature of heat-sink inlet. Put these parameters andQ=Ptotal=1890 J s/ into (13),
and cooling air ﬂow will be solved as follow
L Q
ρC t t
h=
( − )
= 1890
1.13 × 1.005 × (55 − 30)
= 239.7 m /
p o i
3
(15)
Take air leakage losses into consideration and improve the reliability of cooling system, L will be modiﬁed after repeated
experiments as follow
L λ L* = ⋅ (16)
where, L* is the modiﬁed air ﬂow value and λ is the modiﬁcation factor, which is 1.2 in this paper. From (15), the modiﬁed air ﬂow of
single heat-sink is 287.6 hm /3 . But because of the existence of wind resistance, the air ﬂow at operation point of cooling fan is
typically less than maximum air volume. Therefore, it is necessary to ﬁgure out the operation point of the fan before completing the
fan selection.
According to [20], when air ﬂows in the channel, the friction pressure loss of unit channel length will be
R λ
R
ν ρ=
4
⋅
2m s
2
(17)
where,Rm is the friction pressure loss of unit length, Pa/m; ν is the average velocity of air ﬂowing in the duct, m s/ ;ρ is the air density,
mkg/ 3; λ is the friction factor; Rs is the hydraulic radius of duct, m.
Table 1
Parameters of induction motor.
Rated power Pd (kW) 475
Stator voltage Us (V) 6000
Stator current Id (A) 59
Rotor voltage Ur (V) 640
Rotor current Ir (A) 435
Rated speed (r/min) 735
Power factor 0.85
Table 2
Main parameters of inverter main circuit.
Udc 1100 V
DC-link capacitor parameters F1800 μ /1300 V
Power device parameters Infineon, FF1400R17IE4 series
Switching frequency 2000 Hz
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R ab
a b
=
2( + )s (18)
where a and b are the lengths of rectangular duct, m.
The heatsink length y is also the duct length, and the duct resistance is
R λ
R
ν ρy=
4
⋅
2m s
2
. (19)
In this paper, a = 2.5 mm，b = 8.3 mm，y = 612 mm，and average roughness of air duct ε = 25 μm. Put these parameters into
(17), and Rs can be calculated as follow
R = 0.96 mms (20)
Equivalent diameter of duct can be obtained as well from the following equation
d ab
a b
= 2
( + )
= 3.84 mm
.(21)
The relative roughness of duct can be calculated as follow
ε d/ = 6.5 × 10−3 (22)
Through checking the relative roughness and friction coeﬃcient table [20], it is known that λ = 0.032.
The relationship between air velocity vc and air volume Lc is
v L y n a b L= /( ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ) = 0.515c c c (23)
where, n is the ﬁn number, n=26. At this time the unit of air volume is m / min3 .
Put (21) and (22) into (18), and Rm can be expressed as follow
R v L= 2.8815 = 0.75m c2 2 (24)
The relationship between air volume and air resistance can be found in (23) and the characteristic curve of fan is shown in
Fig. 3. Power losses of power devices (a) Power loss of D1. (b) Power losses of all devices on heat-sink module block.
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Fig. 4. Cooling system design (a) Structure and parameter of heatsink (b) Material object of power module block. (c) Characteristic curve of cooling fan.
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Fig. 5. Modeling and simulation, (a) IGBT solid model. (b) Pressure simulation of heatsink outlet. (c) Air velocity simulation of heatsink. (d) Temperature simulation
of power module block.
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Fig. 6. Experiment platform and results. (a) Experiment platform. (b) Waveforms of T1 and output current. (c) Air velocity (d) Basedplate temperature of heatsink.
(e) Baseplate temperature of IGBT module. (f) Temperature of power module block.
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Fig. 4(c).
4. Simulation and experiment
The solid model of IGBT inner module is shown in Fig. 5(a). The simulation parameters of the NPC three-level inverter were
shown in Tables 1 and 2. What's more, the simulation of the inverter system was ﬁnished after the appearance of the thermal
stability of forced-air cooling system.
The material object of power module block is shown in Fig. 4(a). The simulation parameters of forced-air cooling system come
from the cooling system design in Section III, and the simulation was conducted until the thermal stability of the inverter system. In
this simulation and experiment the thermal stability was realized at the 45th minute after the beginning.
It can be seen by analyzing Fig. 5(a)–(d) that the maximum static pressure of heat-sink is 474 Pa, the average air velocity is
11 m/s approximately, and the maximum junction temperature of power devices is 94 °C approximately. What’s more, it can be
observed from Fig. 5(d) that the baseplate temperature of IGBT module is lower than junction temperature by 10 °C and the
temperature of heat-sink baseplate, which contacts with IGBT module directly, is lower than junction temperature by 20 °C. But the
temperature of whole power module block is under 125 °C and is within the temperature range of safe working.
Experiment platform and results are shown in Fig. 6, and the following results are captured after the whole system running into
steady state under rated conditions.
The experiment platform is shown in Fig. 6(a). It can be seen from Fig. 6(b) that NPC three-level inverter based on SVPWM
modulation has a good electrical performance. In Fig. 6(c), the air velocity is 10.51 m/s, 0.5 m/s smaller than simulation value
approximately. From Fig. 6(d) and (e), it can be found that the maximum temperatures of heat-sink basedplate and IGBT module
baseplate are 76 °C and 82 °C respectively, with a 6 °C temperature diﬀerence. Finally, it can be observed from Fig. 6(f) that the
maximum temperature of power module block under steady state is 75 °C. It must be pointed out that the IGBT module baseplate
captured in Fig. 6(f) is the upper part which is exposed to the air and has a lower temperature. Above all, the experiment results are
consistent with the results of former analysis, and the junction temperature can be estimated at 102 °C approximately, lower than
the maximum allowable temperature of power devices. The experiment proved the feasibility of the proposed method that analyzing
single power module block can provide reference during cooling system design, which can connect power losses of power losses with
the forced-air cooling system design to complete the aided design of the high-power NPC three-level inverter system.
5. Conclusions
A method based on analysis of single power module block for cooling system design of NPC three-level inverter was put forward.
It has completed power loss calculation of power module block, theory calculation of heat-sink parameter, characteristic parameters
calculation of cooling fan, and ﬁnally cooling fan selection. The power loss calculation of power devices and thermal model building
of power module block were ﬁnished separately, but the analysis was made under the combination of the two modules to avoid these
ideal assumptions in traditional algorithms, such as absolute smooth in contact surface and absolute excellent contact. The method
proposed in this paper has a much higher accuracy compared with the traditional ones. Through ﬁnite element simulation, the power
module block was analyzed. The eﬀectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method was proved by experiment.
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